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Abstract—Geocasting in wireless sensor and ad hoc networks
means deliveringa message from asource nodeto allthe nodesin a
given geographical region. The objectives of a geocasting protocol
are two-fold: guaranteed message delivery and low transmission
cost. Most of the existing protocols do not guarantee message de-
livery, and those that do, incur high transmission costs.
In this study, we propose the concept of Virtual Surrounding
Face (VSF), and design a VSF-based geocasting protocol (VSFG).
We also design a SKIP method and a local dominating set (DS)
based restricted ﬂooding technique to further reduce the cost of
VSFG. Through mathematical analysis and comprehensive sim-
ulations, we show that VSFG, together with SKIP and local DS
based restricted ﬂooding, guarantees message delivery and has a
much lower transmission cost than the previous approaches. The
reduction of cost can be up to 65% compared with the most efﬁ-
cient existing approach.
Index Terms—Ad hoc networks,geocasting, virtual surrounding
face, wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
G
EOCASTING in wireless sensor network is a task to de-
liver a message from a source node to all nodes located
within a given geographic region. An important objective of
geocasting is to ensure message delivery while maintaining a
low transmission cost (lower number of transmissions). Guar-
anteed delivery ensures that every sensor in a region receives
a copy of the geocasting message. Since sensors are generally
powered by batteries, the limited energy of sensors requires
geocasting to consume as little energy as possible. Many algo-
rithms have been proposed in the literature [9]–[18] to achieve
geocasting. The approaches presented in [9]–[16] do not guar-
antee message delivery and incur high transmission costs. Of
the existing approaches, four algorithms—one in [17] and three
in [18]—guarantee message delivery in continuous geocasting
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Fig. 1. Inefﬁciency of face traversal in the existing approaches. In the ﬁgure,
the dotted circle denotes the transmission radius of ￿.
regions. Those algorithms, however, incur high transmission
costs.
In this paper, we propose a geocasting algorithm based on the
idea of Virtual Surrounding Face (VSF), and we refer to this
algorithm as VSF Geocasting (VSFG). We prove that VSFG
guarantees message delivery to the nodes within a geocasting
region. In addition, the transmission cost of VSFG is signiﬁ-
cantly reduced compared with the existing approaches. Guaran-
teed message delivery in a connected network means that the
message can be delivered from any source to any destination
with an assumption: for any two neighbor nodes, a MAC layer
protocol, such as 802.11a/b and [25], [27], exists to guarantee
correct message exchange between them.
In VSFG, a network topology is converted into a planar
graph where no two edges cross one another. The network area
is partitioned into a set of faces, where a face is a continuous
area enclosed by a sequence of edges. In VSFG, all the faces
intersecting with a geocasting region are merged into a
unique virtual surrounding face containing . VSFG includes
the following three steps: VSF forwarding, VSF traversal, and
restricted ﬂooding. In VSF forwarding, a source delivers a
geocasting message to a node on the boundary of VSF, called
a VSF node, by using location-based routing [3], [4]. In VSF
traversal, the VSF node initiates a face traversal in which all
the nodes on the VSF receive a copy of the message. Finally, in
restricted ﬂooding, nodes in that overhear the face traversal
message perform restricted ﬂooding within .
Many approaches [3], [4], [18] can be used for face traversal.
Those approaches, however, are not efﬁcient in terms of mes-
sage complexity. As illustrated in Fig. 1, node v starts a face
traversal along the paths v w x y . In the ex-
isting approaches, even though x is a direct neighbor of v, the
messageissentfromvtow,andthenfromwtox,introducingan
extratransmission.Oneintuitionisthatindensenetworks,these
additional transmissions may be signiﬁcant compared with the
total number of transmissions for face traversal. To reduce the
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cost, we propose a SKIP method to allow nodes to skip interme-
diate nodes during traversal solely based on one-hop neighbors
of the nodes.
In the restricted ﬂooding phase in VSFG, every node within
receiving the message for the ﬁrst time broadcasts the mes-
sage to its direct neighbors. Neverthelss, restricted ﬂooding has
many drawbacks such as high cost and serious contention [19].
We thus design a local DS construction to achieve restricted
ﬂooding in VSFG.
The major contributions of this work are as follows.
1) Weintroducetheconceptof VSF,and presentan algorithm
(VSFG) based on VSF to achieve geocasting with guaran-
teed message delivery.
2) We propose a SKIP algorithm to let nodes skip some inter-
mediate nodes during face traversal. Few further propose
a local DS-based restricted ﬂooding algorithm to reduce
transmissions compared with simple restricted ﬂooding.
VSFG combined with SKIP is called , and
combined with DS is called .
3) TheRFIFT(RestrictedFloodingwithIntersectedFaceTra-
versal) geocasting [18] has the lowest transmission cost
among all known existing algorithms. The message com-
plexities of RFIFT is bounded by , where is the
numberofnodesontheboundaryofthefacesintersectinga
geocasting region but not in , and is the total number
of nodes within . In our VSFG algorithm, the bound has
been reduced to .
4) In and , each node ina network only needs
to maintain the information of its one-hop neighbors. We
compare RFIFT, , and through extensive
simulations in different environments. From simulation re-
sults, can reduce up to 65% of the total number of
messages required by RFIFT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review related work. We deﬁne some terms and describe the
conceptofVSFinSectionIII.TheVSFGalgorithmisdiscussed
in Section IV. We present and in Sections V
and VI, respectively. The performance of VSFG family is ana-
lyzed and evaluated in Sections VII and VIII. We conclude the
work in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORK
Generally, geocasting algorithms [4], [17], [18] reduce trans-
mission costs by using location-based routing to deliver a mes-
sage to a node in a geocasting region . The node in then
performs restricted ﬂooding within . Hence, we review three
categories of related work: location-based routing, geocasting
algorithms, and broadcasting algorithms.
A. Location-Based Routing
Location-based routing has been extensively studied in the
literature [1]–[7]. In these techniques, every node in a network
knows its geographic location and the locations of all its neigh-
bors. When a source node transmits a message to a destination
node with a known location, the source and all intermediate for-
warding nodes make their routing decisions based solely on the
destination location and the locations of their neighbors. Since
thenodesarenotrequiredtomaintainroutingtables,therouting
overhead is signiﬁcantly reduced.
Finn [1] proposed the ﬁrst formal location-based routing
algorithm based on a greedy principle, in which each node
chooses the neighbor closest to the destination as its next
forwarding node. The algorithm fails if a void (a large sub-area
without nodes) exists in the forwarding direction, that is, the
message reaches an intermediate node that is closer to the
destination than any of its neighbor nodes.
To ensure message delivery, face routing was introduced in
[2]. In face routing, a planar graph derived from the network
topology is used, and the network area is partitioned into a set
of faces. To transmit a message from a source to a destination
, the message traverses the face intersecting the line segment
from to . If an edge on the boundary of the traversed
face intersects with and the intersecting point is closer to
than to , the face, which is next to and closer to than the
currently traversed face, is traversed. The process is repeated
until isfound.Faceroutingensuresdeliverywithpossiblelong
forwarding paths [3], [4].
To ﬁnd a routing path close to the optimal path, the Greedy-
Face-Greedy (GFG) algorithm, combining greedy routing and
face routing, is proposed [3], [4] and its correctness is proved
in [30]. In GFG, nodes conduct greedy routing whenever it is
possible. In the case when a void exists in the forwarding direc-
tion, face routing is used to send the message around the void.
Hence, GFG guarantees message delivery and signiﬁcantly re-
duces the path lengths. For dense networks, the average length
offorwardingpathsisapproximatelyequaltothatoftheshortest
hop path. However, both of these algorithms are not asymp-
totically optimal [6]. Adaptive Face Routing (AFR) [6] is the
ﬁrst GFG-like algorithm achieving the asymptotical optimality
of routing path lengths.In a followup paper [7], was
proposed to improve average case efﬁciency.
B. Geocasting Algorithms
Geocasting can be easily achieved by ﬂooding the network,
thereby achieving guaranteed message delivery. However,
ﬂooding is not energy efﬁcient since it requires at least
transmissions, where is the total number of nodes in the
network. Three classes of geocasting algorithms have been
studied in the literature to reduce the ﬂooding cost.
In the ﬁrst class of algorithms, a restricted forwarding zone,
coveringboththesourcenode andthegeocastingregion,isused
to limit the scope of ﬂooding [9], [12], [13], [16]. In Loca-
tion-Based Multicast (LBM) [9], the minimum rectangle con-
taining both the source and the geocasting region is chosen as
the forwarding zone. Next, restricted ﬂooding is performed by
nodes within the forwarding zone. Two later approaches [12],
[13], [16] using different forwarding zones were proposed to
reduce the cost. The three algorithms incur high ﬂooding costs
since the forwarding zone may be much larger than the geo-
casting region. Moreover, these algorithms do not guarantee
message delivery [18].
The secondclass of algorithms reduces thehigh ﬂooding cost
by using restricted forwarding zones and intelligent ﬂooding
techniques [8], [26]. However, these algorithms do not ensure
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In the third class, a geocasting is divided into two phases:
location-based unicasting and restricted ﬂooding. In the ﬁrst
phase, location-based routing is used to route a message from
a source node to a node in the geocasting region. In the second
phase, restricted ﬂooding is performed by the nodes in the
region. Generally, this approach reduces the transmission
cost. There is, however, no guaranteed message delivery if the
topology graph in the geocasting region is not connected.
Various algorithms combining the ideas of location-based
unicasting and restricted ﬂooding with face traversal have been
proposed with guaranteed message delivery [4], [17], [18].
The ﬁrst algorithm, called Depth-First Face Tree Traversal
(DFFTT), was presented in [4], [18]. In the ﬁrst phase, DFFTT
uses GFG to deliver a geocasting message to a node in a geo-
casting region . Then, a face tree covering all the faces that
intersect with is constructed. By traversing every node on the
face tree, the message is delivered to all nodes in .
The second algorithm RFIFT was proposed in [17], [18]. The
ﬁrst phase of RFIFT is identical to DFFTT. In the second phase,
RFIFT performs restricted ﬂooding within and traverses all
the faces intersecting . Each face traversal is determined by
a pair of nodes: internal border node and external border node.
An internal border node is a node in with a planar neighbor
outside of . Here, two nodes are planar neighbors if an edge
connecting these two nodes belongs to the planarized network
graph. Similarly, an external border node is a node outside ,
but with a planar neighbor in . In RFIFT, each internal border
node performs traversal by using left-hand rule with respect to
all of its planar neighbors that are external border nodes.
The third algorithm [18], namely Entrance Zone Multicas-
ting-based Geocasting (EZMG), sub-divides the surrounding
area of a region into a set of entrance zones. Each source
nodesendsamulticastmessagetoallentrancezones.Eachnode
in entrance zones receiving the message broadcasts the mes-
sage,andallnodesin thathearthemessageperformrestricted
ﬂooding in .
The preceding three algorithms guarantee message delivery,
but they incur high transmission costs.
C. Broadcasting Algorithms
Broadcasting is a process to send a message to all nodes in
a network. Efﬁcient broadcasting algorithms can be modiﬁed
and applied to reduce the cost of restricted ﬂooding involved in
the geocasting algorithms [17], [18]. A straightforward broad-
casting can be achieved by using ﬂooding. However, ﬂooding
has many drawbacks, such as high cost, contention, and serious
message collision [19].
The ﬁrst type of solutions is clustering-based broadcasting
[25],[28],[29].Thealgorithmsachievebroadcastingbysending
messages to voted cluster headers. The second type of solutions
is the multipoint relay algorithm [31]. In this algorithm, each
node relays the message only to a subset of 1-hop neighbors
which cover all its two-hop neighbors. The third type of solu-
tions is dominating set (DS) based algorithms [20], [21]. A DS
of a network is deﬁned as a set of nodes such that for any node
in the network, the node either belongs to DS or has a direct
neighborinDS.Aconnecteddominatingset(CDS)isaDSsuch
thatforanytwonodesinCDS,thereisapathconnectingthetwo
nodes and all nodes on the path belong to CDS. By constructing
CDS of a network, ﬂooding is performed only by the nodes be-
longs to CDS.
III. TERMINOLOGY AND VSFG
In this section, we present a network model and propose the
concept of Virtual Surrounding Face (VSF).
A. Preliminary
Unit Disk Graph (UDG): UDG is a simpliﬁed model of
wirelessnetworksinwhichallnodeshaveanidenticaltransmis-
sion range [4], [6], [7], [17], [18]. Let denote a UDG,
where is a set of nodes whose transmission radii are normal-
ized to 1. For a node , let denote the unit disk centered
at . An edge between and exists if and only if the Eu-
clidean distance between and is not larger than 1.
For , and are called UDG neighbors. We use
to denote the UDG neighbor set of .
PlanarGraphandGabrielGraph(GG):Faceroutingplays
an important role in routing and geocasting to guarantee mes-
sage delivery. It can only be applied on a planar graph which
is a graph with no two edges crossing one another. To planarize
a , a sub-graph of , called a Gabriel graph
(GG),is normallyemployed. Let denotea diskwith
as a diameter. A Gabriel graph is: for any two nodes
and ,i f and does not contain any nodes
other than and , then .F o r ,
and are called GG neighbors. An algorithm to ﬁnd
in [4] has a property: if is connected, is con-
nected. Let be the GG neighbor set of .
Border Nodes of Geocasting Regions: For a geocasting re-
gion ,let bethesetofnodeswithin .Anodeisaninternal
node of if the node is located in , and is called an external
node of otherwise. For an edge intersecting
the boundary of , is called an internal border node if is an
internalnode,or iscalledanexternalbordernodeif isanex-
ternal node. An edge is called a crossing edge of if
and intersects ’s boundary. A crossing edge con-
necting two external border nodes of is called an external
crossing edge. Let
denote a node set with each member and forms a crossing
edges of .
Faces in Planar Graphs: The edges in a planar graph parti-
tion the network area into a set of faces [2], [3]. There are two
types of faces: interior faces and exterior faces. The former is
the continuous area bounded by one or more closed sequences
of edges. The latter is the unbounded area outside the boundary
of a network. In Fig. 2, the network area is partitioned into four
faces, , (dark grey area), (light grey area), and (ex-
terior face). Face is bounded by two sequences of edges: an
outer boundary and an inner boundary. The outer boundary is
speciﬁedbythesequenceofendpoints:
. And,
the inner boundary is: .
Face Traversal Rule: We employ Right-Hand Rule [1] and
Left-Hand Rule to traverse a face. In the former, a person ex-
plores a face by keeping her right hand on the walls (edges) and
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Fig. 2. Face partition and traversal. ￿ , ￿ , ￿ , and ￿ are four faces.
person explores a face by keeping her left hand on the walls.
We deﬁne face traversal illustrated in Fig. 2. Starting from ,
to traverse by the Right-Hand Rule, will send a message
to , where the source is the
message sender, the destination is the message recipient, and
the rule is either Right- or Left-Hand Rule. For node , the
message is . When receives this message,
sends the message to node . By repeating
the step, the message traverses counterclockwise. Similarly,
can be used to traverse clockwise.
In face traversal, some nodes may be visited more than once,
which occurs when a face contains a dead-end. A dead-end of
a face is a sub-path such that entering and exiting the sub-path
can only be done through the same node. For example in Fig. 2,
to traverse face , the traversal path is:
, in which and
are in a dead end and are visited twice.
B. Basic Idea of Virtual Surrounding Face
For any two faces that share an edge, if the shared edge is ig-
nored, the two faces are merged into one face with a larger area.
Forageocastingregion ,ifwerepeatedlymergeallfacesinter-
secting with by ignoring the edges intersecting the boundary
of , we will eventually ﬁnd a face large enough to contain .
This face is called a virtual surrounding face (VSF) of .A n
example of VSF is illustrated in Fig. 3. A node on the boundary
ofaVSFiscalledaVSFnode,andanedgeontheVSFboundary
is called a VSF edge. The objective of deﬁning a VSF is as fol-
lows.Todeliveramessagetoallthenodesin ,themessagecan
be sent to one node on the boundary of the VSF. The message
traversestheboundaryoftheVSFandeachinternalbordernode
overhearing the traversal message performs restricted ﬂooding
within . Then all the nodes in will eventually receive the
message.
IV. DISTRIBUTED VSF GEOCASTING ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the design of VSF geocasting
(VSFG) which consists of the following three tasks.
￿ VSF Forwarding: A source node transmits a geocasting
message containing the speciﬁcation of a region to a
node ontheboundaryoftheVSFbyusinglocation-based
routing, such as GFG.
Fig. 3. Illustration of VSF. In the ﬁgure, ￿ is the source of geocasting and ￿
(shaded area) is the geocasting region. If all crossing edges (dotted lines) are
ignored, all nodes in ￿ are disconnected from the rest of nodes in ￿ ￿ ￿ ,
where “-” is the set difference. Hence, the area immediately outside ￿ is con-
tinuous and is the VSF of ￿.
￿ VSF Traversal: Node as chosen above starts VSF tra-
versal. VSF traversal described in this section will be re-
placed by the SKIP technique given in Section V.
￿ VSF Restricted Flooding: During VSF traversal, each
node in overhearing the traversal message for the ﬁrst
time performs restricted ﬂooding within . Restricted
ﬂooding presented in this section will be replaced by the
DS-based restricted ﬂooding given in Section VI.
Let be a message containing the
source and a region . The ﬁeld contains the task-re-
lated information. Each node knows its own location and
the locations of all neighbors in . We assume that all
nodes do not change their locations during the geocasting task.
A. VSF Forwarding
VSFforwarding useslocation-based routingtodeliverames-
sage toaVSFnode.Similartotheexisting
approaches [17], [18], we select a destination reference point
to guide VSF forwarding. The point is chosen as the geo-
graphic point in with the shortest distance to . Once a node
receives a message designated for it, determines if it is a
VSF node by the following Lemma. All proofs in the paper are
ignored due to the space limitation.
Lemma 1: If a node is an external node of and an end
point of a crossing edge of , then is a VSF node.
In Fig. 3, since the up-left corner of is selected as the refer-
ence point, node receives a forwarding message. By Lemma
1, ﬁnds itself to be a VSF node, and starts the VSF traversal.
To achieve VSF forwarding, GFG [3] is modiﬁed by checking
if there is a crossing edge of each forwarding node with . The
modiﬁed GFG guarantees to ﬁnd a VSF node.
B. VSF Traversal
For a network with a node set , VSF traversal associated
with a geocasting region is performed on top of .I n
otherwords,eachnode involvedinfacetraversalcomputes ’s
next traversed node based on , and ignores all crossing
edges with as one endpoint.
All the VSF nodes may not be fully connected by VSF edges
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Fig. 4. VSF boundary connected via a node in the geocasting region ￿.
Fig. 5. VSF boundary connected via a crossing edge of the region ￿.
the message must go through some nodes in the geocasting re-
gion to complete VSF traversal. Two cases are associated with
this situation and handled as follows.
Case 1) VSF nodes are connected via a crossing edge that
connects two internal and external border nodes. Fig. 4 shows
this case, where boundary is connected to the outer
boundary via path . When , which does not receive a
traversal message, overhears a ﬂooding message from ,
starts its own face traversal.
Case 2) The VSF nodes are connected via an external
crossing edge. Fig. 5 illustrates this case, where VSF boundary
is connected with the outer face boundary via , which
is ignored during VSF traversal. In this case, when overhears
the traversal message that is sent from node and is designated
for another node for the ﬁrst time, starts its own face traversal
if intersects .
The node selected during VSF forwarding starts VSF tra-
versal and is called an entrance node. Each entrance node
traverse a face by using a message ,
where is the traversal method in Section III-A.
1) Initiation of VSF Traversal: To reduce traversal time and
guarantee delivery, each entrance node simultaneously initiates
a VSF traversal in two directions by using the Right-Hand and
the Left-Hand Rule. Two possible starting cases are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7.
In Fig. 6, entrance node with two VSF neigh-
bors and can ﬁnd the next traversal node on the
VSF by ignoring the crossing edge of . Then,
sends to , and
to . When receives
the message designated for itself, knows itself to be a VSF
node and forwards to .
Fig. 6. Case 1: the entrance node ￿ has two VSF neighbor nodes ￿ and ￿ .
Fig. 7. Case 2: the entrance node ￿ has only one VSF neighbor node ￿.
Similar steps are repeated until the termination condition, to be
given later in this section, is satisﬁed.
In Fig. 7, entrance node with only one VSF neighbor
sends a message ,
where indicates to apply both Left- and
Right-Hand Rules. When receives , since has
only one traversal node modiﬁes the message to
and sends it to
. Once receives the message, due to the Left-Right
instruction in the message, and having two VSF neigh-
bors and sends and
to and , respectively.
2) Termination of VSF Traversal: To prevent from having
messages traversing a VSF many times, each VSF node
uses a termination condition to decide if the received tra-
versal message can be discarded. Let function
return the node which will be traversed next when node
receives a traversal message . For example in
Fig. 7, if receives from
, . Then we
have:
Termination Condition for VSF: Assume
that a VSF node receives a traversal message
from node but
does not forward to other nodes yet. Once receives
another message from
terminates traversal if the following condition is TRUE:
AND AND
.
In the preceding termination condition, and may be the
samenode.OneexampleofthiscaseisshowninFig.7,inwhich
node receives two traversal messages from node with dif-
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It is possible that a node receives two MSGs which satisfy the
termination condition before forwards any traversal message.
In this case, must broadcast the message once to guarantee
delivery (Lines 5–8 of Algorithm 1).
C. VSF Restricted Flooding
During VSF traversal, for each node within a region
overhearing a geocasting MSG for the ﬁrst time, the node
performs restricted ﬂooding. To reduce the cost in this phase,
the DS-based restricted ﬂooding (Section VI) is developed.
V. SKIPPING TECHNIQUE IN FACE TRAVERSAL
In dense networks, some nodes can skip intermediate nodes
to reduce transmission cost during VFS traversal. We propose
such an algorithm, namely SKIP, working solely based on the
one-hop neighbor knowledge of each node.
A. Single Node Skipping Conditions
We ﬁrst address the single node skipping by which a node
can determine if it can skip one intermediate node. In a given
, we assume that for an arbitrary node with the
knowledge of its one-hop neighbors, a node is the next tra-
versed node of during VSF traversal. From viewpoint of ,
whether can skip and sends the traversal message to another
node depends on the two conditions as follows:
￿ Condition 1: node can determine whether and are
Gabriel neighbors of each other.
￿ Condition 2: node can determine whether is the next
traversed node with respect of .
Fig. 8. Case 1: Decision region (shaded area) is a trapezium within ￿￿￿￿.
Let denote the center point of an edge . The fol-
lowing lemma addresses Condition 1.
Lemma 2: Let and be two neighbors of a node .I f
can determine whether and
are Gabriel neighbors of each other.
The intuition behind Lemma 2 is that the condition
implies that disk
is fully contained by the unit disk centered at . Hence,
has sufﬁcient knowledge to ﬁnd if there is a node in .
ThenwederiveCondition2.Foranedge in ,let
denote the perpendicular line of through . As the
exampleshown inFig. 8, we assumethat is thenode receiving
a face traversal message. In a UDG, knows the locations of
all nodes in the unit disk . Furthermore, we assume that
is the next visited node with respect to . Let denote a
ray starting at node through node . To determine the next
visited node after scans an area by rotating clockwise
(keeping stationary) until ﬁnd theﬁrst encountered node not
in the geocasting region such that is a Gabriel neighbor of
(based on Lemma 2). This step is called neighbor scan
process of performed by (denoted by ), and
the angle is called scan angle. Then we need to ﬁnd a
condition by which can determine if is the next visited node
with respect to based solely on ’s local knowledge. Assume
that is the node obtained by using in Fig. 8. We
draw two lines and , and deﬁne decision
region of (denoted by ) by the two cases as follows.
￿ Case1of :Ifthetwolinesintersectatapoint within
the scan angle and located in , the decision region
is deﬁned as the trapezium (the shaded area
in Fig. 8. Otherwise, is deﬁned in Case 2.
￿ Case 2 of : Let be the intersection of
and in the scan angle , and the intersection
of and in .Thedecisionregion
is deﬁned as the area enclosed by line segments , ,
, , and arc (the shaded area in Fig. 9).
Let nodes , and be the respective nodes shown in Figs. 8
and 9, and is the geocasting region. We give the single node
skipping condition in Lemma 3 as follows.
Lemma 3: If decision region is fully contained in
and there is no node in can determine by using its
local knowledge that is the next visited node with respect to
, where is a sub-area of not in .206 IEEE/ACM TRANSACTIONS ON NETWORKING, VOL. 17, NO. 1, FEBRUARY 2009
Fig. 9. Case 2: Decision region is bounded by an arc of ￿￿￿￿.
B. Multiple Nodes Skipping Conditions
In many applications, nodes are densely deployed which
makes multiple nodes skipping possible. Hence, we derive the
multiple-node skipping conditions as follows. Assume that a
node holds a message and determines that can skip
nodes with current destination . Then assume that the traversal
sequence, which contains the nodes without skipping, is
, where .W eh a v e :
Lemma4: Forthesequenceofnodes
givenabove,let bethenode foundby thescan
process . Then if the decision region is fully
located in and there is no node located in can
determine skipping based on its local knowledge that is the
next visited node with respect to .
Lemmas 3 and 4 lead to SKIP method in Algorithm 2.
C. Applying SKIP in VSFG
ToapplySKIPinVSFG, weconsider thefollowing cases and
modify Algorithm 1 accordingly.
Case 1) For a VSF node receiving a traversal MSG, exe-
cutesAlgorithm2to obtaintheskippinglist .Then forwards
the MSG along with to the node at the end of .
Case 2) It is possible that some internal nodes are only con-
nected to a VSF node which is skipped during traversal. The so-
lution of the problem is as follows. Assume VSF node sends
MSG containing the skipping list to . For each node in
, when overhears MSG, can ﬁnd itself in . Then com-
putes a set of nodes such that each node in is either a
neighbor of located in or forms an external crossing
edge with . If all nodes in are neighbors of or
discards MSG. Otherwise, broadcasts the MSG.
Fig. 10. Termination condition in double directional traversal with SKIP. In
this ﬁgure, the dashed circles denote the transmission ranges of ￿ and ￿, and
the dashed arrows denote the traversal direction.
Case3)DuetoSKIPanddoubledirectionaltraversal,twotra-
versalmessagesmaynotmeetatthesamenode.Thissituationis
illustrated in Fig. 10, in which sends to (skips and
), and sends to (skip and ). If we use the termi-
nation condition in Section IV, it is possible that face traversal
will last forever. We remedy this problem by using the skipping
list containedintheMSGs.When , ,and overhear
and , they can extract from the MSGs. By applying ter-
mination condition for nodes in , , , and can determine
if they stop. For example, by using in , ﬁnds that the
next visited node is without applying SKIP. Similarly, from
, ﬁnds that the next visited node is . Since traversal
rules in the two messages are not same, concludes that the ter-
mination condition holds.
By adding the results of Cases 1, 2, and 3 into Algorithm 1,
VSFG is combined with SKIP and is called .
VI. DOMINATING-SET-BASED RESTRICTED FLOODING
The last step of VSFG is restricted ﬂooding which, however,
has signiﬁcant drawbacks: high cost, contention, and message
collision.Weproposeanalgorithmtoreplacerestrictedﬂooding
in VSFG to overcome the drawbacks.
When each node knows the locations of its neighbors, the al-
gorithm in [20] and [21] allows the node to determine if it is in
the DS without extra message exchange. This algorithm is de-
signed to build a DS for the entire network, called a global DS.
We can directlyapply thealgorithm inVSFG.However,for net-
works with stationary nodes, global DS incurs a load balancing
problem. This is because the global DS is ﬁxed and all broad-
casts are only performed by the nodes in the DS. These nodes
depleteenergymuchfasterthantheothers.InsteadofglobalDS,
we construct local DS which varies for different geocasting re-
gions and broadcasting orders of nodes.
Local DS construction is performed by each internal node
which overhears a geocasting MSG. Assume that each node
has a unique ID. Once overhears an MSG with a geocasting
region and has not broadcasted the MSG yet, computes
and maintains four neighbor sets below:
￿ : theset of UDG neighbors of whichhavealready
transmitted the MSG (the MSG can be either a VSF tra-
versal message or a broadcasting message with ).
￿ : the set of UDG neighbors of such that for
isaninternalnodeof and hasnottransmitted
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￿ : the set of GG neighbors of such that
has no UDG neighbor in forms a
crossing edge, and has not transmitted the MSG yet.
￿ : the set of UDG neighbors of such that for each
node in is an internal node of is not in
, and has not transmitted the MSG yet.
Let denote the ID of node . Then determines if it
broadcasts the MSG or not by using the following two rules.
Rule 1) if is empty, discards the MSG.
Otherwise, performs Rule 2 as follows.
Rule 2) for every node , if there exists
a node in such that and is a UDG
neighbor of , then discards the MSG. Otherwise, belongs
to the local DS and broadcasts the MSG.
Local DS-based restricted ﬂooding is given in Algorithm 3.
The intuitions behind Algorithm 3 are as follows. For each in-
ternal node overhearing a MSG but not transmitting the MSG
yet, has a responsibility to transmit the MSG to the set of
its neighbors which do not receive the MSG, and this set is
called a responsible set of . Obviously, the neighbors of in
have received the MSG. Hence, the respon-
sible set of is which consists of neigh-
bors of without receiving the MSG based on ’s local knowl-
edge. However,if can passits responsibilities for all thenodes
in to other nodes in needs not
transmit the MSG. Rules 1 and 2 depict these situations.
Rule 1 shows a simple situation in which if all ’s neighbors
have received the MSG, can simply discard the MSG. In Rule
2, for node in ,i f ﬁnds a neighbor
which has received the MSG, it is possible that passes the
responsibility for to . To avoid that passes to while
passes back to , the IDs of and are used to break the loop.
If the responsibilities of all nodes in ’s responsible set can be
passed to other nodes in drops the MSG.
Fig. 11. Illustration of connection between outer and inner VSF pieces. In the
ﬁgure, the dashed circle denotes the transmission range of node ￿.
We use nodes in as the responsible set
instead of is because VSF of a region may consist
of several pieces which are connected only via nodes in .I n
this case, message delivery is guaranteed only if we consider
. Fig. 11 shows an example in which VSF
piece is connected via nodes in to the outer VSF
piece.Since isin ,ifweonlyconsider without
including , willnotbroadcasttheMSG(basedonRule
1), resulting in that , , , and are not visited and all nodes
in the right part of do not receive the MSG.
embedded with Algorithm 3 is named as .
In , different local DSs are constructed for different
geocasting regions. In addition, different transmitting orders of
nodes result in different local DSs. Hence, does not
have the load balancing problem incurred in global DSs [21].
VII. PROPERTY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we prove guaranteed message delivery for
VSFG family, analyze asymptotic bounds, and compare perfor-
mance of VSFG family with existing approaches.
A. Guaranteed Message Delivery in VSFG
Guaranteed message delivery is justiﬁed due to three proper-
ties below. In the discussions, assume that a network
is connected, and is the Gabriel graph.
Property1: ForeverynodeoutsideaVSFtransmittingames-
sage to a node in a geocasting region on top of , the
message must pass through at least one VSF node.
Let be the set of faces that intersect
on , and be the set of nodes not in but on the
boundary of for an arbitrary . Let
be the node set in which each node is an end point of a crossing
edge of . Then we have Properties 2 and 3 as follows.
Property 2: Visiting all nodes in and performing re-
stricted ﬂooding within is sufﬁcient to ensure delivery.
Property 3: Each node in is located on the boundary of
the VSF formed by VSFG.
By using the preceding three Properties, Theorem 1 can be
obtained immediately as follows.
Theorem 1: VSFG guarantees message delivery.
B. Guaranteed Message Delivery in VSFG
Guaranteed message delivery of is justiﬁed due to
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Property 4: guarantees delivery of the geocasting
message to all VSF nodes of the geocasting region .
Property 5: ensures delivery of geocasting message
to all internal border nodes of the geocasting region .
From Properties 4 and 5, Theorem 2 is obtained as follows.
Theorem 2: guarantees message delivery.
C. Guaranteed Message Delivery in VSFG
The difference of and is that uses
DS-based restricted ﬂooding. By Property 4, guaran-
tees to visit all VSF nodes. We prove that DS-based restricted
ﬂooding can deliver messages to all nodes in as the simple
restricted ﬂooding does in Theorem 3 as follows.
Theorem 3: guarantees message delivery.
D. Performance Analysis of VSFG
Similar to the existing approaches [4], [17], [18], the total
transmission cost of VSFG is subdivided into three parts as-
sociated to the three phases as follows:
￿ VSF forwarding: Let be the forwarding cost measured
by the transmissions required in forwarding.
￿ VSF traversal: Let be the traversal cost measured by
the number of transmissions required to traverse VSF.
￿ Restricted ﬂooding: Let denote the total cost (number
of transmissions) in restricted ﬂooding.
Obviously, . In the ﬁrst phase, GFG is
modiﬁed to ﬁnd the entrance node. In the second phase, we give
in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4: The total number of transmissions required
inVSFtraversalisboundedby inVSFG, ,and
, where is the total number of VSF nodes.
In the restricted ﬂooding phase, the worst case in VSFG
family is that each node in the region broadcasts once. Let be
the number of nodes in the region. Then we have .
E. Analytical Performance Comparison
RFIFT [17], [18] is the known most efﬁcient algorithm
with guaranteed message delivery, so we compare VSFG with
RFIFT. RFIFT and VSFG have three similar phases, so we
discuss the costs involved in these three phases separately.
In the forwarding phase, RFIFT chooses the center point of a
geocasting region as the destination reference point. In con-
trast, VSFG uses a point in with the shortest distance to the
geocasting source as the reference point. Hence, the path dis-
covered in VSFG is slightly shorter than that in RFIFT.
In the face traversal phase, referring to the results shown in
[18], the total number of transmissions in this phase is con-
strained by , where is the number of nodes that are on
the faces intersecting . From Theorem 4, it is easy to show
that , where is the total number of VSF nodes in VSFG
(also and ).Therefore,VSFGreducestheupper
bound of the traversal cost from in RFIFT to .
In the restricted ﬂooding phase, since uses local
DS-based restricted ﬂooding, its cost is much smaller than the
cost in RFIFT for dense networks.
VIII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we compare the performance of RFIFT,
, and . Due to the approximately identical
unicasting costs in the three algorithms, we do not show
individually. Instead, we use the traversal cost , the ﬂooding
cost , and the total cost as performance metrics. Two
sets of experimental results are presented in various network
topologieswithstationarynodes.First,wecomparethethreeal-
gorithms in networks with randomly distributed nodes. Second,
we compare the algorithms in networks with randomly inserted
voids, which represent some practical network topologies due
to the existence of obstacles.
A. Simulation Results for Base Networks
The ﬁrst experiment is done by using a routing-level simu-
lator on randomly generated networks. In each sample network,
nodes are randomly distributed in a 20 20 area such that the
average degree is . We vary the value of to observe the im-
pact of the network density on the number of transmissions.
All nodes have an identical transmission radius of 1 unit. These
sample networks are called base networks. For each , 10 base
networks are generated in the simulation. For each base net-
work, we randomly generate 10 rectangular geocasting
regions. We also vary the values of and to observe the im-
pact of sizes of regions on transmission costs.
Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows , , and for geocasting regions
with and . The axis denotes the average de-
gree of networks. The vertical bars in Fig. 12(a) correspond to
95% conﬁdence interval of the mean value. To make the ﬁgure
clear, we did not include conﬁdence intervals in other ﬁgures
andtheyareinasmallrangearoundthesamplemean.Similarly,
Fig.13(a)–(c)shows , ,and forregionswith and
. From these ﬁgures, we have the following observa-
tions.
First, from Figs. 12(a) and 13(a), of is identical
to that of and is much smaller than that of RFIFT.
The higher the network density is, the higher the reduction per-
centage of comparing with RFIFT. Reader may note that in
Fig. 12(a), in a network with is higher than in
a network with for the same algorithm. This is because
in sparse networks, the probability of traversed faces containing
the outer boundary of the entire network is higher, resulting in
the high transmission cost.
Second, according to Figs. 12(b) and 13(b), and
RFIFT have identical costs of restricted ﬂooding. On the other
hand, signiﬁcantly reduces the ﬂooding cost of
RFIFT. From the ﬁgures, we can observe that has
almost an identical in networks with different densities. In
RFIFT, is proportional to the densities of networks.
Third,accordingtoFigs.12(c)and13(c), reducesthe
totalcost ofRFIFTby20%,and reducesthetotalcost
of RFIFT by 30% to 65%.
For ﬁxed geocasting regions, when the network density in-
creases, the reduction percentage of in remains ap-
proximately unchanged comparing with RFIFT. In the same
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Fig. 12. Three costs for base networks with 3 ￿ 1.5 geocasting regions.
Fig. 13. Three costs for base networks with 5 ￿ 2.5 geocasting regions.
comparing with RFIFT. This is because has an iden-
tical in networks with different densities. has higher im-
pacton than forlargeregions,and haslessimpacton
than forsmallregions.Whenthesizeofregionincreases,the
reduction percentage of in decreases slightly com-
paring with RFIFT. In the same situations, the reduction per-
Fig. 14. Void networks generated from base network with ￿ ￿￿ ￿ . (a) Void
network with 15 voids. (b) Void network with 30 voids.
Fig. 15. Costs for void networks with 15 voids and 3 ￿ 1.5 regions.
Fig. 16. Costs for void networks with 30 voids and 3 ￿ 1.5 regions.
centage of in increases. This is because for large re-
gions, the cost has a higher impact on .
B. Simulation Results for Void Networks
Inthesecondexperiment,weevaluatetheperformanceinnet-
works with voids. Simulation is performed on a set of sample
void networks generated from the base networks. For each base
network, we randomlyplace a numberof 1.5 1.5 square voids
within the network area, and all the nodes in the voids are re-
moved. The value of the void number is varied from 15 to 30.
Fig. 14 shows two void networks with 15 and 30 voids. We use
void networks because they represents some realistic networks
due to node mobility and obstacles.
Figs. 15–18 show thesimulation results in void networks. We
only show the total costs of three algorithms since the face tra-
versal cost and the restricted ﬂooding cost follow the similar
distributions shown in Figs. 12 and 13. From Figs. 15–18, we
have following observations.
First, reduces 20% to 25% of the total cost in-
volved in RFIFT, and reduces 30% to 65% of in
RFIFT. For a ﬁxed and a ﬁxed void number, the reduction
percentage of in approximately remains unchanged
with the increase of network densities comparing with RFIFT.
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Fig. 17. Costs for void networks with 15 voids and 5 ￿ 2.5 regions.
Fig. 18. Costs for void networks with 30 voids and 5 ￿ 2.5 regions.
increase of network densities. This result is similar to that ob-
tained in base networks, and the reason is similar as well.
Second, for a ﬁxed geocasting region and a ﬁxed network
density, comparing with RFIFT, the reduction percentages of
for and decrease slightly when the number
of voids in networks increases. Third, comparing with RFIFT,
and can achieve a slightly higher performance
gain in base networks than in void networks.
C. Applying VSFG in Practical Wireless Networks
VSFG fails in realistic wireless networks as it requires
topology graphs to be planar [32]. In practical, the constructed
Gabriel graphs by VSFG may not be planar. Several realistic
test-beds [32] show such observations. However, VSFG is still
useful and applicable in realistic environments.
First, many applications are deployed in environments with
small obstacles. One realistic application is the contour map
monitoring project deployed above the surface of sea [24]. In
such applications, signal coverage areas are close to unit disk
and VSFG can be directly applied.
In other situations in which VSFG fails frequently, one so-
lution is possible to overcome the problem. The basic idea is to
constructan overlayunitdiskgraph(OUDG)abovetherealistic
sensor network satisfying the properties of UDG. Construction
of OUDG is based on the two following rules.
￿ Rule 1: if two nodes are within unit distance but not
direct neighbors, we build a virtual path between the two
nodes and treat them as neighbors of each other in OUDG.
￿ Rule 2: if two nodes are not within distance but they are
direct neighbors, this link is removed from the OUDG.
VSFGcanbedirectlyappliedoverOUDGs.However,OUDG
construction requires that each node knows the locations of all
nodes in the network, which is not practical. A realistic way is
that let each node know the locations of nodes within hops
to . With -hop neighbor information, an intermediate graph
can be constructed based on Rules 1 and 2. The constructed
graph may not be an OUDG. The Gabriel graph built above
an intermediate graph may contain intersected edges. However,
according to experiments results not shown here, intermediate
graphs constructed with or have very high prob-
abilities to support VSFG without failure in most of situations.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARK
In this paper, we propose a geocasting algorithm VSFG with
guaranteed message delivery and a low transmission cost. In
VSFG, a virtual surrounding face (VSF) of a geocasting re-
gion is constructed by ignoring edges intersecting the region.
By traversing all the boundary nodes of VSF and performing
restricted ﬂooding within the geocasting region, all nodes are
guaranteed to receive the message. In addition, we propose a
SKIP algorithm and a DS-based restricted ﬂooding algorithm
to further reduce the transmission cost. The algorithm,
combining these two algorithms, signiﬁcantly reduces the cost.
Among the existing algorithms, RFIFT has the lowest trans-
mission cost. In RFIFT, the cost for face traversal is limited
to , where is the number of nodes on the boundaries of
faces intersecting . In the algorithms of VSFG family, this
bound is reduced to . In addition, by applying SKIP and local
DS-based restricted ﬂooding, VSFG signiﬁcantly improves the
performance on average cases for dense networks. From the
simulation results, reduces up to 65% of the total cost
required in RFIFT.
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